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Principals’ Quarterly Meeting   
3rd March 2014, 2.00 pm London 

Acting Chairman: Richard Gerwat  
   

Mike O’Connell, Appleby
Richard Gerwat, Bedell
Paul Hodgson, Butterfield
Peter Tarn, Harneys
Daniel Jaffe, Intertrust (by phone) 
Jack Marriott, Maples and Calder
Naomi Lawton, Consultant
Richard Hay, Stikeman Elliott
Leigh Nicoll, Stikeman Elliott (by phone) 
Corine Di Maria, Stikeman Elliott 
Ivonne Lockhart Smith, Stikeman Elliott
Tony Langham, Lansons
Lorna Russell, Lansons
Andrew Silverman, Lansons

LUNCH SPEAKER PRESENTATION 

Duane McMullen, Director General, Trade Commissioner Service (Foreign Affairs, Trade and 
Development Canada) – by phone

CONTEXT 

 Civil society input is one-sided and may be distracting politicians from adopting sound 
and responsible policy

 Business needs to enter the fray to more fully inform the debate 
 

WHAT TO DO? 

 Communications experts  -  Messages: 
o IFCs lubricate global commerce which helps poverty reduction.  IFCs are friction-

reducing, contributing to this process.  Regulatory and NGO-driven changes 
proposed today are often friction increasing 

o Friction reduction stories:  i.e. people in Africa are able to connect and have 
access to global resources in part because corporate structures are facilitated by 
IFCs 

 Public policy -  Business should seek to influence/deploy resources: 
o in advance of formal policy being formulated: access officials when standards / 

policies are at formulation stage and not yet articulated 
o when civil servants/government officials are “desperate for ideas” 
o when politicians are interested in understanding business views to challenge 

ideas promoted by NGOs
 Business sector is civil society:  IFCF can promote a joined-up approach drawing other 

groups with which there is a meeting of minds 
 Critical to understand the other’s (NGOs) value frame and bridge communication gaps  

i.e. common understanding of what the public interest is 

BOARD MEETING 
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Action Points

 Provide examples/costs estimates of corporate beneficial ownership information 
collection and verification (Principals)

 Attend 4th March BIS roundtable and report to the group on UK position vis-à-vis EU 
proposals on public registers for companies and trusts (Naomi Lawton) 

 Consider possible IFCF media engagement on central/public registers (principals) 
 Provide further input to the draft IFCF press release on BIS consultation (expected) 

feedback, incorporating insights from 4th March BIS roundtable (Naomi Lawton)
 Follow up with CBI (regarding impact assessment exercise) and with law firms (also 

include private client law firms in approach)  (Naomi Lawton)
 Liaise with Deutsche Bank (to gauge appetite for financing research) and approach 

Alastair Sutton (Richard Hay) 
 Contact privacy advocates (e.g. Liberty) in light of EU proposals (Lansons) 
 Follow up with Lord Flight regarding email to Charles Roxburgh from Treasury (Richard 

Hay)
 Meet with Colin Powell (Jersey) on 5th March (Richard Hay) 
 Consult with Andy Sloan (Guernsey) about possible IFCF input to the framing of 

Guernsey’s consultation paper regarding disclosure of corporate beneficial ownership 
(Paul Hodgson) 

 Draft a response to Jersey consultation, including reference to EU proposals on trusts 
(SE/Naomi Lawton) 

 Consider presentations with Jersey fiduciary industry to discuss  EU proposals 
(Principals) 

 Enquire with principals on CD/OT promotional bodies’ participation in IFCF conference 
(Naomi Lawton) 

 Schedule meeting/discussion with Australian High Commission in London (SE) 
 Enquire about Guernsey’s status vis-à-vis the Multilateral Convention, in particular as 

respects enforcement provisions (Paul Hodgson) 
 Coordinate June’s quarterly meeting in Bedell’s  Jersey offices (Naomi Lawton) 
 Consider purchase of 50 copies of Global Shell Games book (SE/Naomi Lawton) 

Meeting Notes 

1. EU Public Registers for Companies and Trusts / 

Principals discussed the prospects for adoption of a central/public registry for companies 
and trusts by the EU, following adoption of legislative proposals at European Parliament 
Committee level on 20th February.   
 The fundamental concern relates to public registers. 
 A key consideration is: are the intellectual arguments against a trust register different 

from those applicable to a company register? Neither PM Cameron nor government 
officials with whom the Forum has met seem to have grasped this.  

 Legal distinction? Companies are legal entities vs trusts which are a relationship 
 Central/public registers on trusts will disproportionally affect the UK given its global 

dominance in this area. 
 STEP:  HMRC recognises that 15% of all trusts administered in the UK are for vulnerable 

people. 
 NGO agenda is redistribution.  Attacking trusts (seen as a means for wealth 

accumulation) fits into this agenda. 
 Timing:  a new EU parliament will be elected in May. 
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 Richard Hay published an article in Tax Notes International. He warned that any register 
should be a private sector mechanism with access restricted to law and enforcement 
officials only. A public central registry would lay the ground for public access. 

Next steps 
Naomi will attend a BIS invitation-only roundtable on 4th March to discuss beneficial 
ownership. She will report back to the group on the UK position regarding EU proposals. 

 Members to consider possible media engagement (see below) 

2. Central/Public Registers

 Likely UK timetable: BIS statement is expected to be released in March. A bill to be 
announced in May but no parliamentary discussions until autumn. 

 Naomi attending BIS roundtable meeting on 4th March. 
 Richard Hay to follow up with Lord Flight regarding email to Charles Roxburgh from 

Treasury.
  Next meetings: 

o 11th March: Thomas Docherty MP (Labour) 
o 8th April: Graham Brady MP (Conservative) 

 Stakeholder/Media engagement 
i. An IFCF draft press release is ready for circulation to the press when BIS 

publishes its feedback from its consultation. Naomi to provide further comments 
following BIS roundtable tomorrow. 

ii. Strategy suggested by Tony Langham: 
a. Use people that are most favorable to IFCF position i.e. STEP, law firms
b. Implement ideas provided by Duane McMullen, Director General, Trade 

Commissioner Service (Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development Canada) who 
participated as a lunch speaker by phone. i.e. disseminate the idea that IFCs 
lubricate global commerce which helps poverty reduction. IFCs are friction-
reducing, contributing to this process.  Anything that is friction-increasing 
impairs such process. 

c. Figures and data are important: possible collaborators - E & Y ITEM Club? City 
UK? global foundations? 

 Naomi to follow up with CBI (regarding impact assessment research ) and with law firms. 
 Richard Hay to liaise with Deutsche Bank (to gauge appetite for financing research) and 

liaise with Alastair Sutton. 
 Lansons to contact privacy advocates (e.g. Liberty) in light of EU proposals. 

3. CD/OT Consultations on Central/Public Registers 

 The IFCF response to the Cayman Consultation was submitted on 27 February. 
 Jersey Consultation Paper:  

o Suggests central registers 
o Asks industry about steps to go beyond this 
o Confined to corporations.  Trusts likely to follow given EU proposals
 Richard Hay has raised these concerns with Geoff Cook and Colin Powell.  

Richard Hay will meet Colin Powell on 5th March 
 IFC Forum response should reflect these concerns and address possible EU 

central/public registers 
 Other officials to speak to:  Jersey’s Economic Development Minister Senator 

Alan Maclean  and Treasury Minister Philip Ozouf 
 Member firms encouraged to submit individual responses 

 Jersey: consider organising presentations with fiduciary industry 
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 Paul Hodgson to enquire with Andy Sloan about possible IFCF input to the framing of 
Guernsey’s consultation questionnaire.

4. US Positioning

 RICHARD HAY  reported on his presentation at the NASS conference and meetings with 
US officials in Washington D.C.

 Prospects for the US to align with corporate transparency standards (advocated by the 
UK proposals) are remote. 

5. IFCFQuarterly  

 Naomi Lawton provided a draft quarterly report. 
 Principals to provide comments.
 Naomi to include Sharman’s global shell games book into the reading section and once 

amended – incorporating other comments – circulate to individual member firms.  

6. IFC Forum Conference: Dates, Topics, Speakers, Budget (outline and budget attached) 

 SE, Lansons and Naomi tabled a draft proposal.
 Costs are largely covered by Cayman Finance’s planned funding. 
 Naomi to consult with principals about bringing along other CD/OT promotional bodies 

to sponsor/participate in the conference.
 Refine agenda. 

7. G20/Multilaterals 
 SE will schedule a meeting with Australian High Commission in London. 
 RICHARD HAY  to enquire about Jersey’s status vis-à-vis the Multilateral Convention, in 

particular as respects enforcement provisions. *OTs have reserved on this. 
 Paul Hodgson  to enquire about Guernsey’s status in his dialogue with Andy Sloan
 The OECD released a new standard for automatic information exchange.

8. Prospective members update 

 Naomi Lawton had an exchange with Collas Crill. 

9. Next Monthly Call:   10th April, 2.00 pm London time.  
 The quarterly meeting in June will be held in Jersey at Bedell’s offices. Naomi to 

coordinate. 

10. Any other business  

 Professor Sharman co-authored a book expanding the global shell games thesis. He looks 
at three models:  strong law enforcement (US model) which is ineffective in the absence 
of information tracking, central registers (advocated by NGOs), and corporate service 
providers (CSPs) effective in collecting and verifying data. 

 Principals to advise if they agree on acquiring 50 copies for wider dissemination. Naomi 
Lawton will liaise with the publishers and advise of costs.

 Corine Di Maria is joining the SE team.


